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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the TNO tracking system which was evalu-
ated at the 2000 Topic Detection and Tracking evaluation project
(TDT2000). The objective of the TDT tracking task is to track events
of interest over time. We built a baseline tracking system based on a
language modeling approach. This approach had proved to be pow-
erful for the TREC adaptive filtering task and several other IR tasks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Topic tracking and detection (TDT) is a relatively new challenge for
information retrieval technology. The TDT benchmark evaluation
project was initiated and supported by the U.S. Government since
1996. Main purpose of the TDT project is to advance the state of the
art in identifying and following events being discussed in multiple
news sources, including both text and speech. These sources are
newswires, radio and television broadcasts, and WWW sources. The
1999 TDT project (TDT3) introduced multilinguality as a required
test. The source languages are English and Mandarin.

The Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) provides three corpora to
support TDT2000 research: the TDT Pilot corpus, the TDT2 cor-
pus, and the TDT3 corpus, extended with 60 additional topics. For
TDT2000, sites may use both the TDT Pilot corpus and the TDT2
corpus for the development of their systems. The extended version
of the TDT3 corpus, spanning news items from the period Oct-Dec
1998, was used for formal TDT2000 evaluation.

The TDT2000 project embraces five key technical challenges,
namely topic segmentation, topic tracking, topic detection, first-
story detection, and link detection. Tracking and link detection are
considered to be the primary tasks, representing core technology that
is broadly applicable to many different TDT applications [1]. In this
paper we report our work on topic tracking.

Given a number of stories used to define a certain target topic���
, a tracking system has the task to detect which stories in a

chronologically-ordered stream of news stories are on-topic and
which are not. As each test story is processed, the system should out-
put a decision whether this story discusses the target topic, as well
as a score that indicates how confident the system is about this deci-
sion. No look-ahead is allowed. The test stories for each topic will
include all sources for both English and Mandarin. In tracking, there
will be three alternative choices for the form of the audio sources to
be processed, namely manual transcriptions, ASR transcriptions, or
the sampled audio signal. Three story boundary conditions are sup-
ported by the evaluation of topic tracking performance: reference
story boundaries (manually determined), automatic story boundaries
(automatically determined), or no story boundaries. Sites that partic-
ipate in the tracking task are required to perform at least one evalua-

tion under common shared conditions. The TDT2000 basic required
topic tracking conditions are English as the training language, both
English and Mandarin as the test languages, 1 training story, man-
ual transcriptions of the audio sources, and reference boundaries.
The alternate (“challenge”) conditions are 4 training stories, ASR
transcriptions of the audio sources, and automatic boundaries. TNO
submitted two official evaluations for the topic tracking task: one
that was performed under the basic required conditions and one that
was performed under the “challenge” conditions.

2000 was the first year TNO participated in the TDT project. Our
original goals for this first participation were to get acquainted with
the specifications of the TDT tasks and data structures, and to build a
baseline tracking system that would at least produce average results
compared to the systems of the other participating sites. We contin-
ued using a language modeling approach as proposed by Hiemstra
[3] [2], with which we had built experience and which has been ex-
tended by tests in the TREC adaptive filtering, Ad Hoc, SDR and
CLIR tasks [11] [4] [7]. Whereas the focus of adaptive filtering
lies on individual threshold adaptation based on relevance feedback,
tracking requires a uniform decision threshold.

The TNO tracking system computes the probability that a certain test
story is sampled from the word distribution of a certain topic, repre-
sented by one or more training stories. We computed the individual
word probabilities based on a mixture model. The basic model is
the unigram word distribution of the training story/stories (the topic
model) interpolated with a background unigram language model es-
timated on the entire TDT2 corpus. A more detailed description of
our tracking system will be presented in the following section.

The remainder of this paper is organized into four main sections.
Section 2 describes the TDT evaluation metric. Section 3 describes
the algorithm of our tracking system in detail. In this section we
will also shed light on the main notions of the language modeling
approach to information retrieval, the theoretical foundation of our
method. In section 4 we describe some experiments we conducted
on the development data as well as their results. Section 5 presents
our official TDT2000 results in short. Finally, we will conclude with
some of our plans for future work.

2. TDT EVALUATION METHOD

All of the TDT tasks are cast as detection tasks. Detection perfor-
mance is characterized in terms of the probability of miss and false
alarm errors ( ���	��
�
 and ���� ). These error probabilities are com-
bined into a single detection cost ����� � , by assigning costs to miss
and false alarm errors [1]:
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Detection error probability is estimated by accumulating errors
seperately for each topic and by taking the average of the error prob-
abilities over topics, with equal weight assigned to each topic.

3. A LANGUAGE MODELING APPROACH
TO TOPIC TRACKING

In the past we have used a language modeling approach to IR and
filtering [3] [7]. The idea in IR is to reformulate

# HQS
=rel T U I

by
application of Bayes’ rule:

# HQS T U I � # H UVT S I # HQS I# H U I (3)

In the Ad Hoc IR task, we want to rank documents
S

with respect
to a fixed query U . P(Q) is a constant for every document

S
, and

can be left out. Thus a document ranking scheme simply consists of
the product of

# HQS T U I
and the a priori

# HQS I
. One of the reasons

to apply Bayes and compute
# H UVT S I

instead of
# HQS T U I

is because
we know much more about a document than about the query.

The tracking situation is different though. Unlike the TREC Ad Hoc
and filtering task, the situation is reversed: we generally have more
knowledge about a topic than about a story. Thus, in this case we
do not apply Bayes, and simply work with

# HXW
=rel T Y I

(where
W

represents a test story and Y a topic). Moreover, the task is not to
rank documents but to decide whether a document is on a topic or
not. Such a classification task can be modeled by a probabilistic
hypothesis test, the likelihood ratio:

Z�[ HXW T Y I � # HXW T Y I# HXW I (4)

In Formula (4) both numerator and denominator represent proba-
bilistic hypotheses in the form of a likelihood. The basic idea of sta-
tistical language models is to model these likelihoods using simple
unigram language models. Hypothesis \$]M^ represents the situation
that a story is on a certain topic _ . \a` represents the hypothesis
that a story is off-topic. Both hypotheses are likelihoods over a gen-
erative unigram model. If we assume independence over terms, we
arrive at:

\b]M^\ ` � # HXW ] R Wdc R+e>e>e=R W 6 T Yd^ I# HXW ] R W c R+e>e.edR W 6fI � 6g��h ]
# HXW T Y I# HXW I (5)

W ] R>iji R W 6
represents the sequence of

P
terms

W �
that make up a test

story and Y ^ a topic model for topic _ .

If the likelihood ratio exceeds a certain threshold, the tracking sys-
tem will reject \ ` and decide that the test document is relevant for
that topic.

3.1. Orientation of the model

The model we propose to use is thus quite similar in spirit to the
one we used for TREC Ad Hoc and filtering tasks. There are two
differences though. Firstly, the tracking decision model is based on
a likelihood ratio. This is essential for tracking, since stories differ
and thus have a different a priori probability. The a priori

# H U I
in the TREC-8 filtering model (Equation (3)) is a constant and can
therefore be ignored. Secondly, the orientation of the conditional
probability is reversed. For TREC adaptive filtering, we scored doc-
uments (= stories) on

# H UVT S I
, for tracking we compute the reverse# HXW T Y I

. This choice is motivated by the fact that in tracking, since
we have several stories to train the topic, there is actually more data
to describe the topic’s ‘aboutness’ than the aboutness of the story,
making it the most economic choice.

BBN has previously applied similar models for tracking, referring to
the model based on computing the probability of a test story given a
topic model as the TS model and the model where the probability of
the topic is computed given a test story under the assumption that it
is relevant as the IR model [10].

3.2. Building the Language Models

Because the topic language model is sparse, we apply linear inter-
polation with a background language model:

# HXW ] R W=c R+e>e>e=R W 6 T Yd^ I � 6g��h ]
HXk �Q# HXW � T Yd^ I 0 H D�F k � I # HXW � I-I

(6)

The probability of observing the sequence of terms which make up
the test story is assumed to be equal to the product of the probability
of observing the individual terms while sampling from topic modelYd^ (a simple unigram model), in other words we assume term inde-
pendence. The probability of sampling a term

W �
from topic modelY ^ is estimated on the set of training stories for Y ^ using a maximum

likelihood estimator. This estimate is interpolated with the marginal# HXW � I
which is computed on a large background corpus (the entire

TDT2 corpus). An intuitive interpretation of such a mixture model
is a two state zeroth order Markov model, a Markov model without
memory [10].

In the actual implementation we work with logarithms, converting
to a log likelihood ratio:
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3.3. Normalizing Scores

The topic tracking task turned out to be quite different than the fil-
tering tasks of TREC. For the adaptive filtering task of TREC we
trained an individual threshold for every topic given incremental rel-
evance feedback information [7]. This threshold was optimized for
a certain utility function using simulated on-line relevance feedback
information. The TDT tracking task is quite different. The task
might look simpler because it does lack the threshold adaptation
component, but is in some ways more difficult, because apart from
a few sample stories which describe the event of interest, there is no
on-line relevance information to refine the language model or thresh-
old. This situation forces the experimenter to work with a uniform
decision threshold, which requires that the story scores are compa-
rable across topics. Unfortunately, usually similarity scores are not
comparable across topics, and

l�mpoXq�w x"z
scores are no exception,

because the individual language models have different probability
characteristics. E.g. a topic can be described by a few very spe-
cific terms “Van den Hoogenband beated Thorpe in 200 m freestyle”
or by much more common terms: “President Clinton visits China”.
This has the result that the probability of relevance distribution given
a certain score computed for the set of test stories is quite different
for each topic. This fact makes it impossible to use a single decision
threshold for non-normalized topic models.

We tested two normalization techniques. The first method starts
from the observation that scores are linearly depedent on the length
of the test documents. An obvious normalization step is thus to di-
vide the score by the length of the test document. Such an operation
boils down to taking the geometric mean of the (initial) probabilities.

Another way to normalize the score distributions across topics, is to
look at the score distributions themselves, disregarding the proba-
bility theory underlying the tracking model. Because we work with
log probabilities, the tracking score can be seen as a sum of inde-
pendent random discrete variables. The central limit theorem states
that the resulting distribution can be approximated by a gaussian dis-
tribution if the number of addends is sufficiently large [10] [8] [9].
Figure (1) shows a histogram for the scores of 5000 randomly cho-
sen test documents on three topics. Indeed this distribution is quite
close to normal, though it lacks a left tail1.

We have used this assumption to normalize the score distribution of
each topic to a standard normal distribution. For each topic we cal-
culated the scores of 5000 stories taken from the TDT Pilot corpus.
We subsequently computed the mean and standard deviation of this
set of scores. These distribution parameters were used to normalize
the raw score � in the following way:

��� {�o � ���'z-�B�
(8)

1The gamma distribution probably would yield a better fit.
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Figure 1: The score distribution of 5000 background stories (taken
from the TDT Pilot corpus) for three topics.

4. EXPERIMENTS
Most of the experiments reported in this section were conducted af-
ter the official evaluation. First, we examined the effect of the num-
ber of training stories on tracking performance We ran some tests
with different values for �

}
(see Equation (7)). We performed con-

trastive tests to see whether stemming enhances the results. We also
compared different methods for score normalization. Another exper-
iment we conducted concerns reversed orientation of the conditional
probability: we tested the model where the probability of the topic
is computed given a test story. Finally, for runs where more than one
training story is available, we conducted an experiment to contrast
two different methods for merging the training stories. The experi-
ments were conducted using the Jan-Apr part of the TDT2 corpus as
training and development data, and the May-Jun part as the evalua-
tion data.

4.1. Number of Training Stories

To see the effect of the number of used training stories on tracking
performance we performed a few runs with different values for ���
(1,2,3,4). Figure (2) shows that using more than just a single training
story leads to much better performance. However, using 2, 3, or 4
training stories does not seem to make much difference.

4.2. Interpolation Parameter

In our experiments we took a constant for the interpolation parame-
ter �

}
in Equations (6) and (7). Testing a more refined model, based

on term specific values for �
}

is part of our future plans.

We performed several runs with different values for �
}
. Figure (3)

shows that the DET-curves for the different values of �
}

are almost
similar. Using a �

}
of 0.15 produces the best results, but the im-

provement over the other tested values (0.30 and 0.50) is minimal.
Earlier work by Hiemstra [7] has shown that learning term specific
values for �

}
, which are sometimes called relevance weights, can

improve performance because relevant terms can be boosted. A pos-
sible approach to relevance weighting is the expectation maximiza-
tion algorithm. The algorithm iteratively maximizes the probability
of the test story, given the training set.
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Figure 2: The effect of the number of training stories on tracking per-
formance on development data, using manual audio transcriptions
and reference boundaries.

4.3. Stemming
For the official tracking evaluations we stemmed the words from
the English stories (using Porters stemmer) and used a stoplist to
eliminate common words. However, in our earlier work on text
categorization [5] we had to conclude that stemming significantly
decreased precision2. Stemming can do harm to certain word-
conjugations that are very typical for certain topics. Comparable
conclusions have been drawn by Riloff who showed that stemming
and removing common words can deteriorate the accuracy of text
categorization [6]. Her experiments suggest that stopwords and
stemming algorithms may remove or conflate many words that could
be used to create more effective indexing terms. On the other hand,
stemming usually increases recall, which is an important aspect of
the official TDT evaluation methodology. To find out whether it was
a good idea to stem the words, we performed two runs, one with

2These experiments were conducted on Dutch newspaper-articles, using
an implementation of Porters stemmer for Dutch.
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Figure 3: The effect of different values for � on tracking perfor-
mance on development data, using manual audio transcriptions, ref-
erence boundaries, and one on-topic training story.
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Figure 4: The effect of stemming on tracking performance on devel-
opment data, using manual audio transcriptions, reference bound-
aries, and one on-topic training story.

stemming and one without stemming. Note that these runs were
performed with both English and Mandarin as the test languages.
We used the SYSTRAN translations of the Mandarin stories. Figure
(4) shows that stemming slightly improves tracking performance.

However, our latest experiments, using only the English stories for
training and testing, show a slight performance decrease when stem-
ming is applied. Stemming seems to be helpful for normalization
over different languages, especially in this case, where the transla-
tions were done automatically.

4.4. Score Normalization

Figure (5) shows the effect of several normalization steps. To show
the necessity of the likelihood ratio (i.e. normalizing by �a�X��� ),
we plotted the basic likelihood �a�X��� �"� . This run is hardly better
than a random system. Secondly, we plotted a plain likelihood ratio
system, a system enhanced with story length normalization, a sys-
tem with gaussian normalization, and one which inludes both story
length normalization and normalization to the standard normal dis-
tribution. The gaussian normalization proves especially effective on
a score which has been normalized on test document length, in other
words both normalization techniques seem to add up.

We should note that in our latest experiments, using only the English
stories and another division of the TDT2 set (Jan-Mar as the devel-
opment data, Apr-Jun as the test data), to our surprise, we found that
the gaussian normalization did not have any influence on tracking
performance.

4.5. Reversed Orientation

Our baseline method is based on computing the probability of a
test story given a topic model. We also implemented the reversed
method where the probability of the topic is computed given a test
story under the assumption that it is relevant. Figure (6) shows that
the reversed model performs better when one training story is used.
With four on-topic training stories the reversed method yields better
recall, but slightly worse precision.
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Figure 5: The effect of score normalization on tracking performance
on development data, using manual audio transcriptions, reference
boundaries, and one on-topic training story.

4.6. Merging Training Stories
When more than one training story is available, we can compute the
parameters of the topic model in several ways. We applied two dif-
ferent methods. The first approach simply concatenates all training
stories and subsequently estimates the word probabilities over the
concatenated text. This method takes no account of the individual
story lengths. For example, in case one of the training stories is
much longer than the other training stories, the probability estimates
would be biased to the long story. We experimented with another
merging strategy which is unbiased. This method first computes the
word probabilities for the individual training stories, which are sub-
sequently averaged over all the training stories. The experiment was
performed under the “challenge” conditions (ASR transcriptions of
the audio sources, automatic boundaries, and four training stories).
The DET-curves for both methods are almost similar, but when we
take a closer look at the results for the individual topics, there are
indeed some differences. The topics (from the May-Jun part of the
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Figure 6: The effect of using the reversed orientation of the model
on tracking performance on development data, using manual audio
transcriptions, reference boundaries.
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Figure 7: Official TDT2000 tracking results for TNO: manual audio
transcriptions, reference boundaries, and one on-topic training story.

TDT2 corpus) for which the results of the two merging strategies
differed considerably, are presented in Table (1). The last column of
the table contains the number of words in the four individual train-
ing stories. In the second row, “mrg1” represents the simple con-
catenation method, “mrg2” represents the unbiased story-merging
approach. The results in Table (1) indicate that the unbiased merg-
ing method works better in case of large story length differences.
However, because there were also topics with substantially differing
story lengths, for which the results of the two merging methods were
approximately the same, we can not draw definite conclusions from
this experiment.

Topic Pct. Miss Pct. F/A Story lengths
mrg1 mrg2 mrg1 mrg2

20005 .1702 .1489 .0082 .0083 314;360;157;1148
20076 .2273 .1970 .0167 .0159 564;58;358;504
20091 .0508 .0339 .0121 .0088 176;26;121;34
20096 .2113 .2113 .0300 .0079 658;242;192;223

Table 1: Results for different training story-merging strategies.

5. TDT2000 EVALUATION RESULTS
TNO submitted two runs for the official TDT2000 evaluation: one
that was performed under the basic required conditions and one
that was performed under the so-called “challenge” conditions. The
DET-plots for these two evaluations are presented in Figure (7) (ba-
sic conditions) and Figure (8) (challenge conditions). With a nor-
malized topic-weighted tracking cost of 0.1845, our system was
ranked second for the evaluation performed under the basic condi-
tions. For the evaluation performed under the “challenge” condi-
tions, our system was also ranked second, with a normalized topic-
weighted tracking cost of 0.1734. We were surprised by the linear
form of the DET curves for our official runs.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
We developed an event tracking system, based on language mod-
eling. We had built experience with the application of language
models for information retrieval in previous TREC adaptive filter-
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Figure 8: Official TDT2000 tracking results for TNO: ASR audio
transcriptions, automatic boundaries, and four on-topic training sto-
ries.

ing, Ad Hoc, SDR, and CLIR tasks. We conducted several experi-
ments concerning a.o. stemming, score normalization, reversed ori-
entation of the conditional probability, and training story-merging
methods. One of the most important issues has been score normal-
ization, which significantly improved the basic model. Although our
original goal was to build a baseline tracking system that would at
least produce average results compared to the systems of the other
participating sites, our system performed very well and was ranked
second in the TDT2000 evaluation.

There are several simple ideas to improve the tracking system. We
could try to make different background models for the American
and Chinese sources. Given the fact that the cost of a missed story
is much higher than a false alarm, it could be beneficial to perform
some kind of expansion (of stories or topics) using a contemporary
large background corpus.

We also want to test a more refined model, based on learning optimal
term specific values for �1� (relevance weights), instead of taking a
constant for the interpolation parameter.

Another issue is unsupervised adaptation. We want to use relevance
feedback to enhance tracking accuracy by adding test stories that
score exceptionally high to the topic language model.

The Gaussian normalization did not yield the effect we hoped for.
Applying other ideas for normalizing the scores over different topics
will certainly be an important issue in our future research.
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